Abstract
Introduction
With the development of multimedia information, multimedia data has become an important way to record and share our daily life. But the high-dimension data made the processing such as data recognition and retrieval too time consuming. Fortunately, feature extraction can solve the issue which high-dimension data facing, using little but enough data to represent raw data to make recognizing and retrieving quickly.
Feature extraction means that new features represent raw data with linear or non-linear transformations, and the dimensions of low-dimensional space are always the dimensions of sample data's features [1] .
Traditional feature extraction technology extract features depends on many experiences. In this case, feature directly influences the whole system. Manual feature designing are a way that need people's wisdom and experience. But if it can make itself automatically learn basic feature from sample without supervision or control, computer will be more intelligent than before.
And this has become a hot area of research. The essence of deep learning is to learn more useful feature through building models with many hidden layers and extremely large amounts of training data, to improve the accuracy of classing and forecasting. The essential characteristic of deep learning is layering learning. Layering learning involves the question that how to choose the dimensions of every layer. For one RBM layer, this issue becomes that choosing proper dimensions raw data reducing to. If choosing proper dimensions, in deep learning model, it can have a good initialization to give publicity to bring a multiplier effect on feature extraction. This paper introduces world research statuses of deep learning and studies choosing the dimensions of raw data reducing to with RBM algorithm. And we want to raise awareness of feature extraction from researchers. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, it gives a brief introduction on the world's research status on deep learning. In Section 3, principle of RBM is introduced. In Section 4, reducing experiment based on RBM for handwritten digits is done and analysis of experimental results is summarized. Lastly, the conclusions are obtained in Section 5.
World Research Statuses
In 2006, Prof. Hinton at the University of Toronto and his student Salakhutdinov presented deep learning model [2] , attracting many people's attention. DARPA plan of US defense first funded deep learning project, participants including Stanford University, New York University and NEC American College, in 2010. Li and Dong experts in voice recognition from Microsoft Research cooperate with Hinton, who is expert in deep learning. And it changed technical framework of voice recognition based on deep learning completely in 2011 [3] .
In November 2012, Microsoft brought an automated simultaneous interpretation system into the public at recent event in Tianjin, supported by the key technique, DNN or called deep learning [4] . In 2012, New York Times disclosed Google Brain project [5] , using computer to recognize a cat based on deep learning successfully. Prof. With 16000 CPU Cores, "deep neural networks" machine learning model made a great success in voice recognition and image recognition, leaded by Andrew Ng, expert in machine learning from Stanford University, and JeffDean, expert in large-scale computer system. Hinton and his two students used a deeper CNN to get the best result in ImageNet issue in 2012, this would be a progressive step [6] .
In the rear of 2012, Baidu used deep learning to solve the issues in natural image OCR and face recognition. In 2013, Baidu founded Deep Learning Research which the first Deep Learning Research [7] . In April 2013, MIT Technology Review listed deep learning in the first of 2013 breakthrough technology [8] .
In addition, Hinton presented deep belief network (DBN) [9] , which is consists of RBMs [10] . RBM is a neural net, which random generated based on input data set to learning probability distributions.
RBMs have been used as generative models of many different types of data for reducing the dimensionality [2] , classification [11] , collaborative filtering (CF), feature extraction [12] and topic models [13] .
RBMs have two ways for training, including supervised learning and unsupervised learning, according to different tasks. RBM was named "Harmonium model" [14] by Paul Smolensky who invented it in 1985. It was developed by Boltzmann Machine (BM), which presented by Ackley and Hinton [15] . It became famous until Hinton and his college presented deep learning model in 2006. BM is essentially an energy model.
RBM
As mentioned above, DBN is consists of RBMs. And a simple RBM mode has 2 layers, including visible layer and hidden layer. Input raw data into visible layer with calculating, get the value of hidden layer. The RBM mode sketch is showed in the next page. RBM is a random network. Energy function is a good way to describe random networks. And RBM's energy function is showed below.
In Function (1) 
As RBM is a bipartite graph, we can have condition probability function: 
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In function (5), lower numbers equate to better performance, meaning the feature is close to pixels.
Experiment Process
An entire experiment process flowchart is showed in below.
Figure 2. Entire Experiment Flowchart
In Figure 2 , raw data is preprocessed to Matlab data firstly in the preprocess process, then using RBM to train for weight in the RBM training process. In the process of ERROR calculating, we calculate the differences between raw data and reconstruct data. After these, we draw the last 15 data from raw data and reconstructed data to compare in the Drawing process.
RBM training process is showed in the Figure below.
Figure 3. RBM Training Flowchart
Raw data is divided into n groups, each reducing to m using function (3), then use function (4) to get reconstruct data. Getting differences between raw data and reconstruct data to adjust weight. Repeat the previous steps.
Experiment Result
The reconstructed digits can reveal the performance of reducing process. The more similar raw handwritten digits and reconstructed digits shows the better the In Figure 4 , first row are raw digits, second row are reconstructed digits from the data reduced to 49, and third row are reconstructed digits from the data reduced to 98 and so on. From Figure 4 , we can find that the lower numbers of raw digits reduced to equate to more obscure, meaning worse performance, especially the second and third rows are extremely fuzzy. But when the number become big enough, the performance do not show obviously different.
There are two other criteria, the ERROR value and running time, for judging the performance of reducing. They are showed in table below. In Table 1 Use test ERROR value to draw a graph for analysis which showed in the Figure below.
Figure 5. Test ERROR Graph
From Figure 5 , we can see that the higher numbers raw data reduced to equate to lower number of test ERROR, meaning better performance. After the number raw data reduced to bigger than 392, curve of test ERROR become gentle.
Running time is showed in the Figure below. 
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From Figure 6 , we can see the running time almost linear increases. The higher number raw data reduced to equate to longer running time.
Conclusion
The results of the experiment indicate that lower number raw data reduced to equate to worse reconstructed digits, bigger ERROR value and shorter running time. In the contrary, the higher number result in smaller ERROR value and longer running time, but not better reconstructed digits.
In another word, get a proper number raw data reduced to could get the best performance. What is more, raw data reduce to 2 1 , reconstructed digits, ERROR value and running time can have a perfect performance.
